
them upon this earth. Those principles
were not revealed with the intention that
we should wait till we got to heaven, but
everything is for us to practice in this life.
Now, if we do not adopt the truth in this
life, what is there to make us believe that
we will adopt it in the life to come? I look
upon our opportunities as being as good to
know things in this life as they will be to
know them in the life to come, for light
and truth are before us, and they will only
be before us there. We have no time to
spare; all our opportunities should be laid
hold of. If we have not adopted the
principles of salvation in this life, there is
no assurance that we shall adopt them in
the life to come. What is there to make you
and I think that we shall have power to
apply them to ourselves hereafter? We
ought to think of this, in order that we
may be ready day by day for the perform-
ance of any duty required of us; we ought
to know the principles so perfectly that we
can apply them to the performance of
every duty and feel and know that we are
right—understand them for ourselves that
we may be capable of applying them both
in this life and in that which is to come. If
we could do this, it would be a very good
sign that we could apply these doctrines in
the future life; but if we are to be told every
day what we have to do, the probability is
that we should be in the same situation in
eternity.

We have the privilege of working out
our salvation before God, and we have
the opportunity of testing the practical
workings of these principles, and in doing
this our minds would expand to see the
necessity of our words and our actions
being right. Supposing the actions of
every man and woman were right and in
strict accordance with the doctrines of
our religion, where would be the evil?

If everybody always said and did right, the
evils that we now find in the world would
no more afflict the human family.

The evils that we do find grow out of
two causes, and mostly out of one, and that
one is ignorance. But there are some who
are fast to do wrong; others do it igno-
rantly. There must be means adopted for
teaching such persons the way of life, that
where they do not know how to do right
they may be taught; and then, when they
are taught the right and embrace it with
full purpose of heart, they can act upon the
principles that are right and proper for
them in this great school, in which we are
being taught by the servants of God those
duties that are required of us day by day,
even those principles that will produce
happiness, contentment and salvation.
These things are being pointed out to us
from week to week and from time to time,
just as they have been this forenoon. How
rich these instructions! They will be worth
nothing unless we practice them in our
lives. We read of a time when the knowl-
edge of God shall cover the earth as the wa-
ters cover the great deep; and we live in a
time when that knowledge is being taught
by the Prophets of God, and when it is the
privilege of all mankind to be exalted upon
principles of obedience to the laws of
heaven.

Why are we not divided and distracted
as the world are? And especially the coun-
try round about us? The reason is, we are
and have been taught correct principles.
How easy it would be to put the world of
mankind right, if they would be set right
and if they would hearken to the voice of
God. In this age, as in all others, the in-
habitants of the earth have been told what
would come upon them, but they heed
not the warnings of the servants of God.
When we view the kingdom of God
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